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The work is focused on the housing market, exploring mainly long-run properties of prices and long-term behavior of sales and purchases at microeconomic level.

The asset is considered in this work as a durable and illiquid good, which is consistent with its intrinsic nature. Long-run properties of prices and sales have been investigated, while the study of swings due to macroeconomic and contingent factors are left for further work.

Transaction costs affect sales and therefore prices. The household is not willing to adjust at any point in time the amount of durable consumption, since the choice in this case is suboptimal.

In results, sales/purchases are delayed and an inaction region, a period of time in which no (trans)action is taken, is experienced.

In the first paper, the long-run properties of prices caused by agents inactivity have been analyzed under a statistical perspective.

Inactivity should induce persistence in prices, long-memory the statistical property corresponding this characteristics.

After the application of euristical tools, long-memory property or long-range dependence, has been detected and estimated. Models considering LRD for forecasting purposes have been also developed, i.e. FARIMA and Fractional Gaussian Noise (FGN).

In the second paper, a theoretical model for housing adjustments is provided.

The investigation builds on the seminal work of Grossman and Laroque, in which it has been constructed a link between the literature on durable consumption and asset pricing, allowing the agent to invest at any point in time in the optimal portfolio.

After this work written 1990, there are not studies considering jointly the contributes coming from this two distinct fields and only recently in asset pricing literature it was understood the importance of income from labor for households’ financial choices.

In result, we experience a substantial difference with the model provided by Grossman and Laroque. Considering earnings as a crucial component of agent wealth, the inaction bands swift during time, i.e. age.
ONE OF THE IMPLICATION OF OUR RESULTS IS THE IMPORTANCE OF THE COMPOSITION OF WEALTH FOR THE HOUSING CHOICE (AND THEREFORE IN PORTFOLIO CHOICE) AND NOT ONLY THE WEALTH LEVEL.

IN THIS WORK, BORROWING ARE NOT CONSIDERED AND A FUTURE INVESTIGATION OF THIS ASPECTS WOULD ENHANCE THE RESULTS.